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Chapter 40: Women Leaders in Judaism
SusanGrossman
“Do not appoint a woman to reign … And so, too, [for] all positions in Israel. Do not
appoint anyone but a man.” Thus writes Moses Maimonides (12th century) in his
comprehensive code of Jewish law, the Mishneh Torah (Laws of Kings 1:5 ). Citing a
much earlier rabbinic commentary, “ … set a king over yourself, [meaning appoint] a
king and not a queen” ( Sifre Deut. 157 on Deut. 17:15), Maimonides prohibits women
not only from the throne but from all leadership roles.
Despite such proscriptive statements, literary and archaeological evidence indicates
that women indeed served in leadership roles throughout Jewish history, as prophets;
judges; communal, political, and prayer leaders; scholars; and even queens.
Reconstructing their stories is complicated by the tendency of historic materials to
suppress women’s names and roles. These women were unique in overcoming
traditional gender role restrictions. Without formal leadership authority, other women
led as agents of change through their influence with husbands and sons. By the
19th century, the stage of such influence broadened as women leading other women
founded organizations that functioned as agents of change in both Jewish and wider
society.
The second wave of the women’s movement led modern Jewish feminists to confront
traditional restrictions on women’s role and status within the Jewish community.
As women in general society gained improved educational access, economic
independence, and social mobility, Jewish women, as a class, began to take on the
public mantles of religious and political authority previously closed to them as rabbinic,
political, and communal leaders.
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Biblical Models
Hebrew scripture excludes women from the priesthood, perhaps as part of removing
sexuality from the monotheistic cult. Nevertheless, women appear as agents of change.
In the Genesis narratives, Sarah and Rebecca both influence the birthright ( Gen. 21:9–
12, 27:5–13 ). In the Exodus narratives, Miriam initiates the liberation story by making
arrangements for her brother. Identified as a prophet, she leads the Israelite women in
thanksgiving (Exod. 2:4–9, 15:20–21).
Deborah (c. 12th century BCE), identified as both a prophet and a judge, renders
decisions and appears to have led the army, appointing the general Barak and directing
the battle ( Judg. 4:4–10 ). Except for Moses, Deborah is the only character in Hebrew
scripture to fulfill all three aspects of religious, military, and political leadership.
During the reign of King Josiah (7th century BCE), the prophetess Huldah, rather than
her contemporary, Jeremiah, is approached about a scroll discovered during Temple
renovations ( 2 Kings 24:14, 2 Chron. 34:22 ). Her decision to accept it as a scroll of
the Law (Torah) may be credited with the Josianic Reform, centralizing worship in the
Jerusalem Temple, and possibly giving us the fifth book of the Torah, Deuteronomy.
Most Biblical queens wielded considerable power not through their own authority but
through their influence over their king. From the time of Solomon’s reign (c. 10th century
BCE), the Bible presents such influence as a threat to Israelite monotheism. Solomon’s
wives are credited with influencing Solomon to import and worship their foreign gods ( 1
Kings 11:1–8 ). Queen Jezebel (c. 9th century BCE), wife of King Ahab and daughter
of [p. 323 ↓ ] the king of the Phoenician city of Tyre, is credited with inspiring Ahab to
spread the worship of Baal in the Northern Kingdom of Israel ( 1 Kings 16:31–3 ) and
killing God’s prophets ( 1 Kings 18:4 ).
A generation later, Athaliah (identified as the daughter of Ahab’s father Omri according
to 2 Kings 8:26 ) becomes the only woman to reign as an Israelite monarch. She
reigns over the Southern Kingdom of Judea for six years following the death of her
husband, King Jehoram and assassination of their son, Ahaziah ( 2 Kings 11:3–20 ).
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Her patronage of the Baal cult in Judea is inferred from Joash’s destruction of Baal’s
temple after he overthrows her.

Hasmonean Period
According to Josephus (1st century CE), the Hasmonean king John Hyrcanus left his
kingdom to his wife (c. 104 BCE), whose name remains unknown. Josephus recounts
that she was immediately arrested by her son Aristobolus and starved to death so he
could seize the throne (Josephus, Antiquities 13:11:1). When Aristobolus died a year
later, his widow, Salome Alexandra, freed his imprisoned brother Alexander Yannai
and appointed him king. Most scholars assume this is the same Salome Alexandra who
married Alexander Yannai and was appointed his heir when he died. During her nine
year reign (76–67 BCE), Queen Salome Alexandra kept the kingdom independent and
free of invasion. She ended civil war between the two most powerful ancient Jewish
sects, the Sadducees and the Pharisees. (The Sadducees, who largely represented the
hereditary priestly class whose power was vested in the Temple, followed only in written
Scriptural law, while the Pharisees, possible precursors of the rabbinic class, largely
represented a meritocracy based on knowledge of both written Scripture and oral law,
which they believed was transmitted with written Scripture by Moses at Mount Sinai.)
Upon her death, her two sons began a civil war over her succession. Josephus thus
blames her for the Hasmonean dynasty’s fall since she acted “out of a desire for what
does not belong to a woman” ( Antiquities 13:16:6).

Rabbinic Period
Ancient Synagogue Women Leaders
Inscriptional evidence identifies a number of named women as ancient synagogue
officials (c. 1st–6th century CE). Early modern historians initially interpreted such
inscriptions as honorary appellations for wives of (male) synagogue officials. That
these named women actually filled the roles of president, treasurer, and so on, is now
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widely accepted. For example, an inscription from the Greek settlement of Phocaea,
in Asia Minor on the Aegean coast, explains that a woman named Tation sat in the
synagogue’s seat of honor, an honor reserved for the synagogue president.

Women Scholars
A new model of leadership appeared during the Hasmonean period: the sage. By
the 1st century CE, sages were often titled rabbis. Women could not be rabbis in the
rabbinic period (1st–6th century CE). However, the Talmud identifies a number of
women as respected scholars who influenced the decisions of their rabbinic fathers
and husbands. In Palestine, Beruriah (2nd century CE), often identified as the daughter
of Rabbi Hanina Ben Teradyon and wife of Rabbi Meir, is credited for a rabbinic rule
on ritual purity ( Tosefta Kelim 1:6 ). In Babylonia, Yalta (c. 3rd–4th century CE), often
identified as daughter of the Exilarch (head of the Jewish community) and wife of
Rav Nahman, is credited in at least one source with clarifying a dietary law (Hullin,
109b). Even though her proper personal name is lost, Rav Hisda’s daughter, a younger
contemporary, is so highly regarded that her husband, Rava, switches the application of
an oath in court based solely upon her word (Ket., 85a).

Medieval to Early Modern Period
The rabbinic model of learned daughters and wives continued through the pre-modern
period. Chana bat Yoheved, daughter of Rabbi Shlomo Yitzaki, known as Rashi (11th
century), taught Jewish law to her father’s students. She may be the same daughter
who served as her father’s assistant, recording and signing his decisions, a position
traditionally reserved for a rabbinic heir apparent. Another of Rashi’s descendents,
Miriam bat Shlomo, sat in a tent and taught rabbinic law to the best students. A decision
by Baila Edels (16th–17th century), on the proper way to light festival candles, is
codified as Jewish law by her husband, Rabbi Joshua Falk. Half a world away in
Amadiya, Kurdistan, a contemporary, Asenath Barazani Mizrahi, daughter of Shmuel
haLevi Barazani and wife of Rabbi Yaakov ben Yehudah Mizrahi, taught in her father’s
school of advanced Jewish studies ( yeshiva ). She ultimately took over her husband’s
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yeshiva in Mosul, Afghanistan, after his death. The Jews of Afghanistan called her
Tannit, the feminine of the title Tanna applied to her father until his death.

Women Prayer Leaders
The separation of men and women during synagogue prayer can be dated to 10thcentury Cairo and 12th-century Germany. Whether because many European women
were uneducated in Hebrew, the language [p. 324 ↓ ] of Jewish prayer, or could not
follow the main service from the woman’s gallery or separate prayer room, female
prayer leaders became so common that Yiddish titles developed for them: fierzogerin
and forelainer (fore-sayer). Often these women’s prayer leaders were rabbinic wives
and daughters. The earliest may have been Dolce, wife of Rabbi Eleazer, who taught
and led women in prayer in 12th century Worms. A funerary inscription from 13th
century Worms notes that Urania, daughter of Rabbi Abraham, also led the prayers
before the female worshippers.
Many fierzogerin composed prayers called techinot (petitions) calling upon the biblical
matriarchs, Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel and Leah, and incorporating women’s experiences.
While not all techinot were written by women, notable female authors include Taube
(17th century), daughter of Rabbi Moses Lob Pizker and wife of Rabbi Jacob Pan
of Prague; Sarah bat Tovim (18th century); and Serel (19th century), daughter of
Rabbi Jacob haLevi Segal of Dubnow and wife of Rabbi Mordecai Katz Rapaport.
Some prayer leaders, such as Rebecca Tiktiner (17th century), daughter of Meir of
Prague, may also have served as preachers. Female prayer leaders also appear in
the Jewish communities of Rome—for example, Deborah Ascarelli and Anna D’Arpino
(16th century)—and of Safed, Israel—for example, Sarah Francesa (16th century).
However, women do not fill a similar role in the Jewish communities of the Arab world.
The tradition of fierzogerin largely ended with the destruction of European Jewry in
World War II.
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Wealth as Entre to Communal Leadership
A number of women rose to positions of communal leadership through their wealth.
In mid-14th century Germany, the widow Kandlein inherited her husband’s wealth.
She sat on the council that set taxes and determined settlement rights for the Jews of
Regensburg and served a two year term as one of the leaders of the community.
Perhaps the most powerful Jewish woman of the pre-modern period was Dona Gracia
Nasi (1515–c. 1569). Her family was one of those who remained in Spain following
the 1492 expulsion of the Jews from Spain. Outwardly Catholic, they remained secret
Jews ( conversos). As a widow, she inherited one of the world’s largest fortunes at
the time. Centuries ahead of her time, she organized a secret route to help other
conversos escape Spain for Protestant Europe or the Ottoman Empire, coordinated
an international boycott to protect Jews from the Inquisition, and purchased land in
Tiberius, Israel, to settle Jewish refugees. Once she reached the Ottoman Empire,
she reaffirmed her Judaism, sponsored building a synagogue (the Synagogue of Our
Lady), and successfully had overturned the rule prohibiting individuals from changing
synagogue affiliation.
A probable contemporary, Esther Handali the Kiera (economic agent), became
independently wealthy, serving as agent to Safiyah Baffa, favorite wife of Sultan Murad
III. Esther used her influence to avert the Sultan’s destruction of the Jewish community.
A major Jewish philanthropist, she assisted Jewish merchants ruined in an anti-Jewish
riot, helped rebuild the Jewish area of Constantinople destroyed in a fire, and supported
scholars and the printing of Jewish books.

Early to Late Modern Period
Charismatic Women Leaders
The charismatic and anti-establishment nature of the Hasidic movement, beginning in
the late 18th century in Eastern Europe, allowed a number of women to rise to positions
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of prominence as Hasidic religious leaders. Malka (1780–1852), wife of Belzer Rebbe
Sholem Rokeah, sat next to her husband as he held court for his disciples and was
consulted by him before he made a decision, unusual in the Hasidic community even at
that time. Their daughter, Eidele, gave sermons on the Sabbath and participated in the
community’s leadership. A younger contemporary, Malkah, daughter of Rabbi Abraham
Twersky of Trisk (1806–1889), filled some of the roles of a Hasidic rebbe in sponsoring
public meals, distributing food, and receiving petitions from the Hasidim twice daily.
Perhaps best known is Hannah Rachel Webermacher, called the Maid of Ludomir
(1815–c.1892–1895) for having broken off her engagement after undergoing a mystical
experience in which she claimed to have visited heaven and received a new soul.
She wore the traditional male ritual objects of prayer shawl ( tallit ) and phylacteries (
tefillin ) and built a synagogue with funds she inherited from her father, attracting many
followers. Under threat of excommunication, she agreed to marry. With the failure of her
first and then second marriage, her influence began to wane. She ultimately immigrated
to Israel, continuing her mystical studies in Jerusalem until she died in relative obscurity.
By contrast, Sarah Frankel (1836–1937) was so well accepted as a charismatic
leader that thousands attended her funeral. Daughter of the Hasidic leader Joshua
Heschel Teumim Frankel and wife of Hayyim Samuel, the Hasidic leader of Chenciny,
she succeeded her husband as religious leader following his death. Famous for her
parables, prestigious rabbis sought her advice. Her daughter, Hannah Brakhah,
remained active in her mother’s Hasidic court even after her own marriage.

Women Leading Women
Beginning in the 19th century, women begin to organize for social reform in Western
Europe and America. They led other women, and sometimes men, founding
organizations that served as agents of social change. One of the earliest such women
was Rebecca Gratz [p. 325 ↓ ] (1781–1869). In Philadelphia, Gratz organized the first
Jewish charitable organization to function independently of a synagogue, the Female
Hebrew Benevolent Society, and the first Hebrew Sunday School, providing the first
opportunity for boys and girls to study Judaism together as equals. Some scholars
consider her the model for the character Rebecca in Sir Walter Scott’s novel Ivanhoe.
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Gratz is one of a number of women who served as social activists in the early and
mid-19th century. The writings of women such as Penina Moise (1791–1880) in the
United States and Grace Aguilar (1816–1847) in England, in both the Jewish and
general press, inspired and encouraged this broadening of the social involvement and
Jewish education of women.
Jewish education of women was also a concern of Sarah Schenirer (1883–1935).
Arguing that Jewish education was the only antidote to assimilation, she won the
support of leading Hasidic and Orthodox scholars. She founded a teacher’s seminary
and schools across Europe. The Bais Yaakov Movement she founded continues today
throughout the world, educating thousands of Jewish girls in Bible and traditional Jewish
texts.
By the turn of the century, Jewish women in the United States continued to expand the
network of women’s organizations focused upon social services, particularly for women
and immigrants. Chicago born Hannah Greenebaum Solomon (1858–1942), active
with Jane Addams in founding one of the first settlement houses, Hull House, helped
establish the National Council of Jewish Women in 1893, dedicated to social welfare
and educational efforts. As its first president, Solomon was invited to preach from many
synagogue pulpits. Lillian Wald, whose lectures on public health nursing had inspired
Columbia University’s Teachers’ College to begin its College of Nursing, organized the
Henry Street Settlement house in New York City in 1912 as a way of supplementing
nursing services with other needed social services. Baltimore born Henrietta Szold
(1860–1945) founded Hadassah in 1912, to provide medical care and infrastructure to
treat both Jews and Arabs in British Mandate Palestine. She later directed the Youth
Aliyah program that rescued children from Nazi Europe. Though denied ordination, she
was also one of the first women to study rabbinics at Jewish Theological Seminary and
served as a respected writer and editor on Jewish subjects.
Such women leaders not only served as agents of social change, but the organizations
they founded expanded leadership opportunities available to women and laid the
foundation for broadening such opportunities beyond women’s-only organizations.
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Rabbinic and Cantorial Predecessors
Although women, as a class, were not permitted rabbinic ordination until the 1970s,
individual women throughout history had filled a variety of rabbinic roles as scholars,
deciders of rabbinic law, prayer leaders, preachers, and charismatic spiritual leaders.
Until the mid-19th century, such women were seen as extraordinary exceptions to the
rule excluding women from the rabbinate. Such an attitude began to change in the
mid-19th century, concurrently with the rise of the first wave of the woman’s movement
and the ordination of women in various Christian denominations.
Dubbed “a latter day Deborah” and “the Girl Rabbi of the Golden West,” Rachel (Ray)
Frank Litman (c.1861–1948) was held in such high esteem as a popular preacher and
writer that Reform leader R. Isaac Wise invited her, and any other eligible women, to
enter the theological program of Hebrew Union College (HUC)-Cincinnati. Although
Frank enrolled in classes at HUC in 1893, she never pursued ordination. Across the
ocean in England, Lily Montagu (1873–1963) led services for women and girls for the
West Central Girls Club she founded, as well as for her Orthodox synagogue before
she left Orthodoxy to help organize the institutional structure of the Liberal (Reform)
Movement in England, start a number of synagogues, and finally establish the Liberal
(Reform) Movement as a viable part of England’s Jewish community.
The first officially ordained woman was Regina Jonas (1902–1944). Her private
ordination in Berlin was affirmed when she was officially hired as a rabbi in 1937 by
the Berlin Jewish community. Jonas counseled, preached, lectured, and led services in
Berlin and around Germany. Deported to Theresienstadt in 1942, Jonas continued to
serve as a rabbinic leader until her death at Auschwitz in 1944. Betty Robbins became
the first official woman cantor when she was hired by a Long Island Reform synagogue
in 1955. She trained in a boys’ choir in Poland where she wore her hair short to fit in
and had served as cantorial soloist in the German synagogue of Danzig for six years
before escaping the Nazis in 1939.
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Contemporary Realities
By the beginning of the 21st century, despite traditional prohibitions on women filling
roles of public authority, even the most traditional elements of the Jewish community
had accepted the authority of women leaders in business, politics, and communal
organizations.

Philanthropic Leadership
In 1984, Shoshana Cardin became the first woman elected to lead the Council of
Jewish Federations (the national umbrella for local Federations). Since then, many
women have held top staff and lay positions in Jewish organizational life. As in wider
society, the number of women serving on the boards and as top staff of many Jewish
communal agencies increased even as salaries and representation continued to lag
behind those of men.
[p. 326 ↓ ]

Israeli Leaders
Even before the establishment of the State of Israel, women filled important leadership
roles. One such leader was Golda Meir (1898–1978), who served in the provisional
government and as a secret envoy to Arab leaders and a major fundraiser for Israel
among the American Jewish community. With the founding of Israel, Meir served
as Labor Minister, Foreign Minister, as the only woman in the administration. She
served as head of the Labor Party and Israel’s fourth Prime Minister from 1969– 1974.
Israel’s first Prime Minister, David Ben Gurion, used to call her “the best man in the
government.”
Women have filled 7–15% of every Knesset seat since Israel’s founding. In the first
Knesset race of 1949, women’s rights activist Rachel Kagan won a one term seat as
candidate for her woman’s only party sponsored by WIZO (Women’s International
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Zionist Organization). Barred from running for Knesset in the Orthodox coalition in
the same election, Tova Sanhadray-Goldreich (1906–1993) organized an Orthodox
woman’s political party (The Religious Woman Worker Party) and finally won a Knesset
seat in 1959. She served as Knesset Deputy Speaker for almost a decade. Other Israeli
women Knesset members include Shulamit Aloni, former head of the liberal Meretz
Party and Minister of Education, who served in Knesset from 1965– 1996. Right-wing
activist Geula Cohen served in the Knesset from 1972–1992. Since 2008, the centrist
Kadima Party has been headed by a woman, Tzipi Livni, who previously served as
Foreign Affairs Minister. In 2011, the Labor party chose another woman as head, Shelly
Yachimovich.
Numerous women have served on Israel’s bench. Dorit Beinisch (1942–) became
the first woman appointed to Israel’s Supreme Court in 1995. She has served as its
president (equivalent to a Chief Justice) since 2006.

Women Rabbis and Cantors
Women’s ordination was part of a larger agenda of ritual equality pursued by the Jewish
woman’s movement that rose on the heels of the larger feminist movement, many of
whose leaders were also Jewish. Reform Rabbi Sally Priesand became the first woman
ordained in America in 1972. The Reconstructionist movement ordained women with
its first graduating class in 1974. Another decade would pass before the Conservative
movement accepted women into its rabbinical school in 1984, ordaining Rabbi Amy
Eilberg in 1985. The investment of women cantors followed the ordination of women
rabbis by several years in the Reform Movement, with Cantor Barbara Ostfeld-Horowitz
in 1975, and, in the Conservative movement, with Cantors Erica Lippitz and Marla
Rosenfeld Barugel in 1987.
Several Orthodox women, notably R. Sara Hurvitz, received private ordination
and currently serve congregations in pastoral and educational roles amidst much
controversy, due to traditional proscriptions on women’s ritual role and authority.
Rebbetzin Esther Jungreis, the wife of Rabbi Theodore Jungreis, though embracing
traditional gender role distinctions, founded the religious outreach movement Henini and
serves as a popular religious speaker and writer. (The honorific rebbetzin refers to the
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wife of a rabbi.) Other Orthodox women, including Blu Greenberg and Rivka Haut, write,
speak and advocate for increasing women’s rights within Orthodox Judaism. While the
more liberal arms of the Jewish community have embraced egalitarianism (the equality
of men and women), Jewish women leaders across the religious spectrum continue
to face discrimination equivalent to that faced by women leaders in larger American
society, despite the advances of the last few decades.
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Rabbinical(Council(of(America(Bans(Ordination(of(Female(Rabbis(
'Orthodox(institutions(may(not(ordain(women(into(the(Orthodox(rabbinate,(
regardless(of(the(title(used,'(says(main(U.S.(rabbinical(group.(
(
Haaretz(and(JTA(Nov(02,(2015(7:15(PM(
(
The(Rabbinical(Council(of(America,(the(main(modern(Orthodox(rabbinical(group,(
formally(adopted(a(policy(prohibiting(the(ordination(or(hiring(of(women(rabbis.(
The(policy(announced(Friday(by(the(RCA(came(after(a(direct(vote(of(its(membership,(
according(to(the(organization.(
(
The(resolution(states:(“RCA(members(with(positions(in(Orthodox(institutions(may(
not(ordain(women(into(the(Orthodox(rabbinate,(regardless(of(the(title(used;(or(hire(
or(ratify(the(hiring(of(a(woman(into(a(rabbinic(position(at(an(Orthodox(institution;(or(
allow(a(title(implying(rabbinic(ordination(to(be(used(by(a(teacher(of(Limudei(Kodesh(
in(an(Orthodox(institution.”(
(
Limudei(Kodesh(refers(to(religious(studies.(
(
“This(resolution(does(not(concern(or(address(nonUrabbinic(positions(such(as(Yoatzot(
Halacha((advisers(on(Jewish(law),(community(scholars,(Yeshiva(University’s(
Graduate(Program(for(Women(in(Advanced(Talmudic(Study,(and(nonUrabbinic(
school(teachers,”(the(resolution(concludes.(“So(long(as(no(rabbinic(or(ordained(title(
such(as(‘Maharat’(is(used(in(these(positions,(and(so(long(as(there(is(no(implication(of(
ordination(or(a(rabbinic(status,(this(resolution(is(inapplicable.”(
(
Maharat(is(an(acronym(meaning(female(spiritual,(legal(and(Torah(leader.(It(is(a(
designation(granted(by(Yeshivat(Maharat,(an(institution(for(women(in(Riverdale,(
New(York,(founded(by(Rabbi(Avi(Weiss.(
(
In(2010,(following(the(establishment(of(Yeshivat(Maharat,(the(RCA(issued(a(
resolution(on(women’s(communal(roles,(stating(that(the(RCA(“reaffirms(its(
commitment(to(women’s(Torah(education(and(scholarship(at(the(highest(levels,(and(
to(the(assumption(of(appropriate(leadership(roles(within(the(Jewish(community.(We(
strongly(maintain(that(any(innovations(that(impact(the(community(as(a(whole(
should(be(done(only(with(the(broad(support(of(the(Orthodox(rabbinate(and(a(firm(
grounding(in(the(eternal(mesorah((tradition)(of(the(Jewish(people.”(
(
A(followUup(2013(resolution(on(Yeshivat(Maharat,(as(it(ordained(its(first(cohort(of(
maharats,(said:(“Due(to(our(aforesaid(commitment(to(sacred(continuity,(however,(
we(cannot(accept(either(the(ordination(of(women(or(the(recognition(of(women(as(
members(of(the(Orthodox(rabbinate,(regardless(of(the(title.(The(RCA(views(this(
event(as(a(violation(of(our(mesorah((tradition)(and(regrets(that(the(leadership(of(the(
school(has(chosen(a(path(that(contradicts(the(norms(of(our(community.”(
(

JOFA,(the(Jewish(Orthodox(Feminist(Alliance,(issued(a(statement(in(response(to(the(
RCA(announcement,(expressing(their("disappointment,"(and(maintaining(that(the(
Jewish(community(can(only(benefit(from(having(women(in(positions(of(communal(
authority.(
(
The(RCA's("insistence(that(only(men(may(assume(positions(of('rabbinic(status,'(
which,(as(far(as(we(can(tell,(amounts(to(nothing(more(than(an(obsession(with(titles,"(
the(statement(reads.(
(
They(sharply(blast(the(male(cohort(of(religious(leaders(for("developing(redundant(
statements(absent(of(halakhic(grounding,(rather(than(addressing(Orthodoxy's(real(
challenges(UU(and(particularly,(the(development(of(a(systemic(halakhic(solution(to(
resolve(the(agunah(crisis."(
(
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Image: Yeshivat Maharat

The past two weeks have been historic for Jewish women. Orthodox women in both Israel and
New York were ordained as clergy – although with a variety of titles from Maharat to Rabba to
Rabbi, but effectively all as rabbis. While Yeshivat Maharat is now the veteran institution with five
years of experience at this, Yeshivat Har’el appears more liberal in calling women “rabbi” or
“rabba.” Israeli Orthodoxy thus effectively caught up with and then surpassed American
Orthodoxy, creating a bizarre and beautiful historic twist in which organizations seem to racing
against one another to demonstrate the greatest commitment to women’s advancement in
religious Judaism.
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The advancement of Orthodox women is part of a historical narrative around women’s leadership
in the Jewish world. All the denominations have roots in the conception of Jewish leadership as
exclusive men’s clubs. The fight for women’s inclusion in the rabbinate began in earnest with the
feminist movement of the 1960s – although in reality it began much earlier. The first Reform
woman rabbi, Sally Preisand, was ordained in 1972. The first woman Reconstructionist rabbi,
Sandy Eisenberg Sasso, was ordained in 1974. The first Conservative woman rabbi, Amy Ellberg,
was ordained in 1985. The first woman rabbi in Israel, Naamah Kelman, was ordained in 1992. Three
women received private ordination from Orthodox rabbis before Yeshivat Maharat opened: Mimi
Feigelson in 1994, Evelyn Goodman-Tau in 2000 and Haviva Ner-David in 2004.

The ascent of women has been slow but gradual – and nevertheless invigorating. There are few
areas of the Jewish feminist movement that can show such clear markers of impact as the struggle
for women’s rabbinic leadership. Even if the struggle is far from over – with high-status positions
still male-dominated, and issues of equal pay, work-life balance, LGBT inclusion, and others still
painfully unresolved – the fact that women have gained titles is extremely significant. Titles are a
vital step to being seen, heard and respected, which are vital for women to be included as leaders.

Actually, though, the story of women’s rabbinic leadership begins earlier than third wave
feminism. The very first woman rabbi, Regina Jonas, was ordained in Germany in 1935. And the
truth is, Jewish history is replete with women who served as rabbis – informally and without being
ordained – before denominational divides had fully taken over Jewish life. Chana Rochel
Wernermacher became “rebbe” of Ludmir (1805-1888). Pearl Shapiro, the daughter of the Maggid
of Koznitz, prayed with tallit and tefillin, and held court like any other rebbe (1768-1848). Merish
daughter of Eliezer of Lizhensk, served as a rebbe in her community, as did Freida and Devora
Leah, the daughters of Rabbi Shneir Zalman Liadi, the founder of the Chabad movement. Gershon
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Winkler’s beautiful book, “They Called her Rebbe: The Maiden of Ludomir,” has an extensive
compilation of women in the shtetls of Europe who served as rabbis. Women have often served as
leaders, just without recognition and without systematic impact on women’s lives.

Remembering the history of women’s struggles for inclusion is really important at times like this.
The current achievements are only possible thanks to the hard work of the women who fought
beforehand. Everyone wants to be able to be the “first” and be mentioned in the history books.
And certainly these events warrant remembrance. But the women on whose shoulders they stand
today also deserve to be acknowledged.

As Rabbi Haviva Ner-David said to me, “It is about time people stop acting out of fear and stand up
for what they believe in and stop worrying what others might say or whether or not they will be
accepted. Orthodox women rabbis are only one step along the way.”

From a historical perspective, then, Modern Orthodoxy has become the latest group to join the
party, the most recent denomination to adapt to the notion that women can and should be
rabbinical leaders. Clearly this issue has nothing to do with halakha and everything to do with
entrenched ideas about gender, power and assumed social hierarchies. One day, years from now,
Orthodox leaders are going to have to answer to their descendants and offspring about why they
were so resistant to that radical notion that women are people. It would be nice to see more men
in positions of power take that kind of long view of history.
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It is worth pointing out that Orthodox male rabbis are not alone in attaching themselves to
persistent notions of Jewish leadership as a male domain. All around the Jewish world,
organizations continue to create all-male panels, as if men are the only ones with interesting things
to say, and the only ones worth paying. Similarly, Jewish federation leadership remains
aggravatingly male-dominated, and salaries in Jewish communal life reflect this tenacious bias.
The Jewish community has many generations of socialization to undo in order to fully be rid of the
deeply entrenched notion that “leader” means “man.”

Meanwhile, ironically, women’s inclusion sometimes breeds new forms of sexism. There is a new
trope that men have been retreating from synagogue because it has become “feminized”. Let us
recognize this refusal to be led by women for what it is: misogyny. The refusal of men to be led by
women has existed for thousands of years, from the time of Deborah the Judge, who, according to
Judges chapter 4, was implored by her second in command, General Barak to lead the war against
the army of Sisera. She responded by saying, “But then, people will say that Sisera fell to a woman.”
Barak, perhaps the first recorded feminist man, was unmoved. He had no problem being led by a
woman – and in fact, under Deborah’s leadership, the Israelites won and had peace for forty years.

We need to fill the community with men like Barak, who fully understand the power of being led by
spectacular women.

Tagged as: Maharat, Rabba
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Why$Orthodox$Jews$in$Israel$Can$Ordain$Women$as$Rabbis,$but$Those$in$the$
Diaspora$Won't$
$
There$is$a$crucial$difference$between$Orthodoxy$in$Israel$and$abroad;$the$former$is$
experiencing$an$evolution,$whereas$the$latter$is$stifled$by$the$threat$of$other$
denominations.$
$
Rabbi$Yehoshua$Looks$$Jun$18,$2015$10:52$PM$
$
A$friend$of$mine$recently$completed$the$rabbinical$program$at$the$Jerusalem$
Orthodox$center$Har’el,$and$invited$my$wife$and$me$to$attend$his$ordination$
ceremony.$It$was$a$moving$ceremony$and$quite$an$exceptional$one,$for$two$women$
joined$the$two$men$receiving$Orthodox$semicha$(ordination).$
$
In$the$Modern$Orthodox$world,$it$is$common$for$women’s$education$to$be$equal$to$
men’s.$What's$uncommon$is$for$professional$opportunities$to$be$based$on$
educational$credentials.$Until$now,$Modern$Orthodox$women’s$institutions$that$
grant$professional$degrees$have$struggled$with$what$title$to$give$their$graduates:$
yoetzet$halakhah$(advisor$of$Jewish$law),$rabbanit$(a$term$commonly$reserved$for$
the$wives$of$rabbis),$maharat$$(an$acronym$for$female$leader$of$Jewish$law,$
spirituality$and$Torah),$rabba$(the$feminine$form$of$the$Hebrew$word$"rabbi")$and$
others.$On$this$evening,$this$coeducational$institution$ordained$all$four$graduates$as$
rabbis,$with$intentional$gender$neutrality.$
$
It$is$no$coincidence$that$the$Har’el$Beit$Midrash,$situated$in$the$Talpiot$
neighborhood$of$Jerusalem,$became$the$first$Orthodox$institution$in$Israel$to$ordain$
women$as$rabbis.$Rabbi$Herzl$Hefter,$the$head$of$the$beit$midrash,$half$joked$to$me$
that$it’s$as$though$Katamon[Baka[Talpiot,$our$Bermuda$Triangle$of$neighborhoods$
in$Jerusalem,$is$under$a$“kipat$barzel,”$Iron$Dome,$free$from$the$divisive$scrutiny$of$
religious$authorities$and$thus$open$to$exploring$creative$halakhic$alternatives,$
particularly$with$regard$to$the$role$of$women$in$Orthodoxy.$
$
In$this$context,$I$view$his$decision$to$ordain$these$Orthodox$women$as$female$rabbis$
as$an$Israeli$phenomenon;$one$that$is$part$of$an$evolutionary,$grassroots$process$
that$is$emerging$from$a$religious,$socially$liberal$moral$center,$and$growing$in$
resonance.$This$is$crucially$different$from$the$Diaspora$experience,$where$there$is$
an$ongoing$tension$between$Orthodoxy$and$the$other$denominations$of$Judaism,$
based$on$substantial$differences$in$interpretations$of$halakhah$(Jewish$law).$
Confronted$by$the$Conservative,$Reconstructionist$and$Reform$movements$having$
female$pulpit$rabbis,$the$Orthodox$camp$has$always$responded$by$condemning$the$
ordination$of$women$as$rabbas.$
$
Practical(implications(in(Israel(and(the(U.S.(
$
The$practical$implications$of$ordaining$women$as$female$Orthodox$rabbis$vary$
between$Israel$and$the$Diaspora.$In$Israel,$the$Chief$Rabbinate$exercises$absolute$

control$over$most$religious$functions$(marriages,$divorces,$conversions,$etc.).$In$the$
Diaspora,$on$the$other$hand,$these$functions$are$traditionally$performed$by$a$pulpit$
rabbi$or$beit$din$(rabbinical$court).$The$Chief$Rabbinate$of$Israel$excludes$all$
Conservative,$Reform$and$even$some$Modern$Orthodox$rabbis$from$participating$in$
the$system$–$and$it$is$doubtful$that$they$will$welcome$female$Orthodox$rabbis$into$
their$ranks.$As$such,$the$Rabbinate$is$unlikely$to$make$a$big$deal$about$the$newly[
minted$rabbas:$with$their$limited$power,$they$do$not$threaten$the$system.$
$
Another$difference$is$that$in$Israel,$semicha$is$recognized$as$a$professional$
educational$degree,$and,$like$a$Master's$degree,$can$afford$those$who$hold$it$
employment$benefits,$like$a$pay$rise.$(As$an$aside,$last$year,$seven$prominent$rabbis$
were$reportedly$convicted$of$falsifying$records$and$taking$bribes$for$awarding$
unearned$semicha$to$police$officers$and$others$who$lacked$the$necessary$
qualifications$to$hold$the$title.)$
$
Also,$there$are$relatively$few$pulpit$rabbis$per$congregation$in$Israel$compared$to$in$
the$Diaspora.$This$is$because$many$Israelis$who$attend$synagogue$have$extensive$
Jewish$ritual$education.$At$the$Jerusalem$synagogue$I$pray$at$on$Shabbat,$there$are$
more$rabbis$than$non[rabbis;$all$of$us$have$professional$backgrounds$and$share$the$
responsibility$of$running$the$synagogue.$With$the$pulpit$position$currently$an$
anachronism$in$Israel,$the$point$of$contention$with$female$rabbis$is$basically$a$non[
issue$here.$Rabbis$in$Israel,$whether$male$or$female,$are$integrated$throughout$our$
society$–$via$their$work$as$teachers,$lawyers,$doctors,$soldiers$and$even$politicians.$
$
In$last$week’s$Torah$portion,$G[d$tells$Moses,$“Shlach$lecha$anashim,”$send$out$for$
yourself$people$(anashim,$unless$specified,$is$usually$gender$neutral).$Moses$chose$
12$princes$of$Israel$to$be$spies.$Ten$of$them$returned$with$an$evil$report$on$the$land$
of$Israel,$and,$as$a$result,$a$generation$died$in$the$desert.$The$Kli$Yakar,$the$famous$
16th$century$Torah$commentator,$Rabbi$Shlomo$Ephraim$of$Luntchitz,$writes$that$
the$problem$originated$with$Moses$understanding$anashim$as$men.$According$to$the$
Kli$Yakar,$Moses$should$have$sent$out$nashim$(women)$because$they$love$Eretz$
Yisrael$more$than$the$men.$
$
In$the$accompanying$Haftorah$reading$this$past$week,$Joshua$sent$out$two$
unidentified$anashim$as$spies.$It$is$through$their$successful$mission$that$we$were$
merited$with$entering$Eretz$Yisrael.$Perhaps$these$anashim$were$nashim?$
$
Shortly$before$the$ordination$ceremony$at$Har’el,$someone$remarked$to$Rabbi$
Hefter:$"So,$I$hear$you're$giving$semicha$to$women."$Hefter$replied,$"No,$I$am$giving$
semicha$to$people."$$
$
$
$
Rabbi%Yehoshua%Looks%is%COO%of%Ayeka,%a%teacher%and%a%freelance%consultant%to%non:
profit%organizations.%The%opinions%expressed%are%personal%and%not%representative%of%
any%organization%with%which%he%is%associated.%
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political legacy their older counterparts want to share with them. Perhaps
the lesson of feminism, the lesson of my early, experience in Havurat
Shalom, is that the first liberation can come only'from within.
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Since 1972, when Sally Priesand became the first woman rabbi to be officially ordained/increasinq numbers of women have entered the rabbinate
and the cantorate. "Despite the official endo'rsement by their movements,
women who seek,to enter these professionsstillexperience
difficulties. As
Rabbi Emily Korzenick and Cantor Nancy Hausman show, congregants
are often slow to accept women in roles traditionally reserved for men.
Hausman discusses the process by which/women achieve professional
equality: by disp'elling male fears that the feminization of their profession
would lower its s'iatus and by persisting in their efforts at communal acceptance. Hausman illustrates that discrimination often dissipates as congreg ants grow aCCustomed to women as leaders in the synagogue.
Korzenick details how women bring to the rabbinate special nurturing skills often acquired in their roles as mothers and wives. She is one of
a growing number of rabbis who seek to re-establish the home as a focus
of religious life. While in the Orthodox community religion was always
centered both in the home and the synagogue, during the past century,
non-Orthodox synagogues have supplanted the home as the loci for Jewish observance. The inclusion of women in the rabbinate has facilitated
the process of integrating home and synagogue.

Emily Faust Korzenik
ON BEING A RABBI
I am one of the oldest women to become a rabbi in the United States, a
fact that has significant implications for the way I have perceived my role
in this profession. I took my own four children through Bar and Bat
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Mitzvah ceremonies, and then had my own Bat Mitzvah, before I began to

guide other families through that meaningful rite of passage. Most often, I
guide mothers who.vwhether they work or not, usually bear the major
responsibility forsupervislng their child's Bar or Bat Mitzvah preparation
and for arranging the festive celebration.
Being older. them most new rabbis also means that I had confronted
the death of a loved one, a parent, before I began trying to assist others in
the most painful hours of their lives. It also means that I graduated college
and began my life'as' a wife and mother at a time when most middle-class
women saw their primary function as serving their families.
Nurturing is good preparation for the rabbinate. For example, I enjoy
inviting members~f my congregation to my home for Shabbat dinner. I
cook the meal as well as prepare a talk on a Jewish theme. This spring I
invited my college' bound youngsters for a Shabbat dinner and asked
them to bring their college catalogues so that together we could look over
the jewish Studies co{irses available to them. Every Sukkot my very helpful and encouraging husband and some grown children build a sukkah in
our yard; to which I invite some of the young couples I have married.
They are beginning to come with their little ones. Passover is madness for
me. I prepare and ~po~ fpr mY'Ovvnbig seder at home, and on the second
evening I conduct' my 'congregation's community seder. It is exhausting
but I love ii:'
....( .• '.'
Coming t'o a rabbinicalcareer as an older person and as a woman also
means that I adI'not lonesome. Rabbinical colleagues, notably men, speak
about the difficulty of making close friends, of being set apart, of having a
religioiisand public role that complicates intimacy. Long before I became
a rabbi; I had formed my cadre of close friends. Now I marry their children andean bring some special comfort, I believe/at sad times. I am first
of all theirfriend. and.ias a result, I intuitively approach my congregants
as a friend who has a particular role. My way of being a rabbi has been
shaped as much by my life as a wife and mother, a high school history
teacher, and a social and political activist, as by rabbinical study and
preparation itself.
People often ask me if I experience discrimination as a rabbi because I
am a woman. From its inception, the Reconstructionist Movement acceptedwomen as peers. Mordecai Kaplan performed the first Bat Mitzvah
ceremony for his daughter in 1922. There was never any question about
the role of women in the Reconstructionist congregation in White Plains,
N.Y. to which my husband and I have belonged for thirty years. I read
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from the Torah, chanted the haftarah portion, was president of the synagogue, and even chairperson of the ritual committee. I was just one of
many studious, participating women. That was the milieu within whichI
began to form my desire to become a rabbi. It was a milieu that made
discrimination against women elsewhere in the Jewish religiousworld
seem incomprehensible and, therefore, something to be overcome.
There have been disquieting moments, of course. A young woman
doctor asked me to officiate at her wedding, and then she discoveredher
Israeli fiance and his family would not be comfortable with a woman
rabbi. She asked if I would co-officiate with a man. I replied that if I was
not rabbi enough to perform the ceremony, I preferred not to participate.
She wanted to satisfy her fiance but she meant to be kind. Didn't I understand that the "social customs" were different in Israel? I did not remind
her that "social customs" had kept women from becoming doctors until
not long before her own entry into that profession.
The most egregious example of discourtesy toward women in the
synagogue that I experienced took place in Poland. In September of 1985,
I participated in a Shabbat morning service in Cracowwith a Bar Mitzvah
boy and his family who are members of my congregation in Stamford,
Connecticut. A gentleman, whose daughter I had married the year before,
returned from a United Jewish Appeal-Federation mission to Poland and
Israel with a request from a leader of the remnant of elderly Jews in
Cracow. When the American visitors had asked what they could do to
help, Maria Jakabowicz said, "Bring us some life. Bring us some youth.
Bring us a Bar Mitzvah." One of my Bar Mitzvah students, his family, and I
immediately responded to the request. I also invited a wonderful, traditional Jewish man, a survivor of Auschwitz, to come with us to daven
Shaharit, as I was sensitive from the first to the probable preferences of
the elderly Jews in Cracow; however, I did plan to participate in the
service.
In Cracow, I stood upon the bimah, tallit in hand, to be with the Bar
Mitzvah boy when he chanted his beautiful haftarah portion from Isaiah. I
offered a brief commentary, despite the actions of an American rabbi,
who pulled my tallit from me and attempted to prevent me from
speaking.
The experience in the synagogue was not painful because the congregation'ssympathy was with us. We had succeeded in bringing some joy
to these old people who had suffered so much. We had fulfilled their re-
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quest. We had handled ourselves with dignity and restraint. It was a triumphant day, the rabbi who had challenged me notwithstanding.
However, it was sad, so very sad, to know that leaders of the Orthodox
community at home in the States had, in fact. asked the Jews of Cracow
to rescind their invitation to us because, as non-Orthodox Jews, our use
of the fifteenth-century Remu Synagogue would have been a desecration
in their eyes. The Jews of Cracow responded by arranging to have the Bar
Mitzvah held in the Ternplum. a nineteenth-century non-Orthodox synagogue. The day following the Sabbath ceremony, Ed Blonder, the survivor
who had led the morning Shaharit service and chanted the Torah portion,
took us through Auschwitz. The torturers and murderers of over three
million Polish Jews had not differentiated between the Orthodox and the
non-Orthodox. I remembered stinging words from a Sholem Aleichem
story, "You know how we Jews are, if the world does not pinch us, we
pinch each other."
I cannot, however, end on so sorrowful a note. It is wonderful to be a
woman and a Jew in America at the close of the twentieth century. Without question, the new opportunities for women in the religious world had
their impetus in America's open, democratic, secular society. I am blessed
to be a rabbi when most Jews are proud to be themselves. And I am so
eager to serve.

Nancy

S. Hausman

ON BECOMING A CANTOR
My parents raised me to believe that I could do anything I wanted to do.
Partway through my junior year in college I realized that the prelaw program I was taking was not for me. It was then that I considered going to
cantorial school. My parents were very active Reform Jews. They were
one of the founding families of our temple in Upper Nyack, New York,
and I had sung in the temple choir from its inception, eventually becoming the soprano soloist. Cantorial school seemed just the right career for
me, a person who loves Judaism and who also loves to sing.
I entered Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion's School

